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Abstract 

 

Regarding already growing technological progress and the new industrial revolution, Industry 4.0, every day there is a 

bigger need of using security systems in Industrial Control Systems. Using closed or open architectures, which are 

connected locally or over the Internet, is much more vulnerable in terms of outside or inside attacks in terms of gathering 

pieces of information or just sabotage. In this paper, we make a survey of possible concepts which are used to eliminate 

the possibility of cyber-attacks on Industrial Systems. We will also make a classification of CPS Domains, Attacks, 

Defences, Research-trends, Network-security, Security level implementation, and Computational Strategies. 
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1. Introduction 

 

In the last decade, the development of various types of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are growing exponentially 

which is resulting in their wider application. These systems can be found in daily life as a part of transport systems, oil, 

gas and electrical energy distribution, medicine, household appliances, and a lot of other systems. Many of these systems 

are used in processes that are endangering humanity and the environment and at the same time in processes that are 

improving the quality of life. For all these reasons, these systems are considered critical and they must be resilient to 

failures and all kinds of attacks which are proven to be very challenging to achieve. 

As there is not yet an official definition for Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS), it can be described as a system that is used 

for monitoring and controlling the outside world. They are considered a new generation of embedded control systems that 

are interconnected [1]. Also, CPS can be defined as IT systems, integrated into the physical world applications [2]. More 

and more industries, such as energy, military, auto industry, and medical are starting to depend on and to leverage CPS. 

CPS can be named differently based on an area of application. One of the most known CPS is Supervisory Control and 

Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems, which are used for example in Smart Grid and Industrial Control Systems (ICS). In 

the wide spectrum of systems in which CPS are present, in this paper, the accent will be on Industrial Control Systems 
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(ICS). This paper contains an analysis of potential attacks on these systems, systems vulnerabilities, threat mitigation, and 

the proposal for securing these systems. 

 

2. Industrial Control System 

 

The main responsibility of Industrial Control Systems (ICS) is the acquisition, control, and monitoring of several types 

of industries such as the auto industry, pharmaceutical, nuclear power plants, water systems, sewerage, and many others. 

ICS is composed of several control units with different capabilities that work together to achieve a common goal. The 

most used control unit is the Programmable Logic Controller (PLC). PLC is nothing more than a microprocessor designed 

for continuous operation in difficult working conditions [3]. This controller is connected to the real world through sensors 

and actuators. Such controllers may have wireless and/or wired communications, depending on the system to be 

controlled. They can also be connected to desktop computers located in the control center, which serves to monitor and 

control the entire system. These systems are expected to be resistant to all types of attacks, whether those attacks are 

external or performed by insiders. Lack of or weak security in ICS systems can lead to catastrophic consequences 

depending on the area of application. For example, if there was a problem in the security of the ICS used in a nuclear 

power plant, it would pose a great threat both to the broader and narrower environment. Therefore, ICS are not yet ready 

to be connected to the Internet [4]. In order to better understand the system and create better protection, it is possible to 

divide the entire system into three parts: cyber, cyber-physical, and physical [5]. The physical part of the system represents 

all components that are in direct contact with the real world, such as sensors and actuators. Cyber and cyber-physical 

parts of the system have no connection with the real world and they represent software, communication as well as 

monitoring systems. These two mentioned parts of the system share some common functionalities, but the key difference 

between them is the way of interaction with the physical part of the system. The cyber-physical part communicates directly 

with the physical part, while the cyber part does not communicate directly. The cyber-physical part is the mediator 

between the cyber and physical parts. Cyber, cyber-physical and physical parts of ICS are shown in figure 1. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Possible division of ICS [5] 

 

3. Security threats 

 

In order to create a secure system, first it is necessary to understand potential threats to that system [6]. System is 

considered safe if it meets the following three requirements: confidentiality, integrity and availability. The first step is to 

understand what is threat. One of the possible threat definition is that the threat is „a set of circumstances that has the 

potential to cause loss or harm“[7]. Each threat can have five different factors. 

● First is the threat source, it represents the attacker. Attacks can be intentionally performed by an individual or a 

group of people, they can be accidental, for example through legitimate ICS components, or they can be 

environmental threats that include natural disasters (floods, earthquakes), disasters caused by humans (fires, 

explosions) or infrastructure failures (power or telecommunications failure). 

● Second factor is the goal that is gained by performing the attack. Targets can be ICS applications and their 

components or users. 

● The third factor is motive. Attackers usually have a number of different motives such as espionage, criminal, 

terrorism or perhaps political. 

● Method of attack is the fourth factor. The attack can be based on one or more of the following four mechanisms: 

interception, interruption, modification or fabrication [8]. 

● The fifth factor represents the consequences of a possible attack. Consequences can be for confidentiality, 

integrity, availability, privacy, or safety. 
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In most cases, insiders participate in the attacks, because they are fully aware of the system (the source) and have the 

knowledge to attack the system and harm its normal functioning. Another attack example can be a capable customer who 

aims to reduce the utility bill by tampering with physical equipment or entering false information to deceive the utility 

company and thereby cause financial damage. Also, hostile organizations could cause a cyberwar against a nation by 

remotely attacking critical infrastructures such as nuclear power plants, gas pipelines or other facilities with the help of 

malware and thus causing power utility shutdowns, sabotage or environmental pollution. Another example of an attack 

would be to tamper with the data that the sensor measured and sent to the control center. 

 

 

4. System vulnerabilities 

 

The most frequent method in the last few decades for implementing security in almost all ICS was "security by 

obscurity". The focus was on creating reliable systems, while security was not so important. The reason for this is that 

these systems were isolated from the outside world and were therefore considered secure. Perhaps the best example of 

such systems is the auto industry. ICS is demanding more and more connection to the Internet than ever before and almost 

every part of today's systems relies on communication technology. For example, an ICS that controls the operation of an 

industrial utility is connected to a control center that is connected to the internet. Until 2001, most attacks on ICS were 

from the inside, but with the beginning of the Internet era, attacks started coming from the outside world as well [9]. Also, 

to speed up data transfer, many field devices are directly connected to the Internet [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], 

[17] and [18]. System vulnerabilities can also be observed as three types: cyber, cyber-physical, and physical. 

 

4.1. Cyber vulnerabilities  

 

The first area of interest needed investigation for determining cyber vulnerabilities is communication between ICS 

components. ICS uses standard protocols such as TCP/IP and ICCP. As these protocols are vulnerable, it makes ICS 

vulnerable. TCP/IP communication, although it has been studied for many years, still has some shortcomings in terms of 

security [19]. Another protocol used is Remote Procedure Call (RPC), which also has data security problems, which was 

exploited by the well-known Stuxnet attack. Wired communication in ICS uses fibre-optic and Ethernet. Local networks 

are usually based on Ethernet and therefore have problems with message interceptions and man-in-the-middle attacks 

[20]. For example, an inside attacker could tamper messages with false data or reveal confidential information [21] and 

[22]. Security problems can also occur if the ICS uses short-range wireless communications. If an employee connects his 

possibly insecure device to the network, there is a possibility to expose the system to threats, so that an attacker can use 

his device to attack the system through the employee’s device. Another area needing investigation when cyber 

vulnerabilities are the subject is software. One of the most popular attacks is the attack on databases and all the records 

in them. Databases containing important data can be directly or indirectly connected to ICS servers, which is the reason 

why this vulnerability exists. Also, emails can be one of the most common ways of attack. Via email, it is possible to send 

malware that will later spread through the network. In the end, we should pay additional attention to the devices that are 

connected to the internet as well as to the local network, such as servers in control centers, laptops and mobile phones of 

employees, through which malware can be inserted into systems [23].  

 

4.2. Cyber-physical vulnerabilities 

 

The area of observation is the connectivity between the cyber and physical components of ICS. The most used 

communications are Modbus and DNP3 protocols for monitoring and sending commands from the control center to 

sensors and actuators. As Modbus has shortcomings in terms of data transmission security, it exposes ICS to various types 

of attacks. Because it has no encryption capability, the system is exposed to espionage [24]. Also due to the lack of data 

validation, the integrity of the data is questioned [25]. The authenticity of the sent data is not taken into account, so 

manipulation of the transmitted data can occur on the source. As a consequence, the actuators can receive wrong data 

which can lead to their misbehavior, or the sensors can send wrong data to the controller [26]. It is similar to the DNP3 

protocol, it does not have any mechanized encryption or authentication. Direct access to remote devices such as PLCs 

used in smart grids can also be problematic. Furthermore, in today's systems more and more PLCs are directly connected 

to the internet. Another area of vulnerabilities refers to Operating System (OS) vulnerabilities. Applications used to 

manage and monitor field devices run on a general-purpose OS. If the OS or the specified application has flaws, they can 

be a potential risk for an attack on field devices. The well-known Stuxnet attack used two flaws in Windows OS, Print 

Spooler Service and Windows Server Services for the attack. The third and final area for vulnerabilities refers to Software 

vulnerabilities. Programs running on a general-purpose OS for controlling and monitoring controllers can be an 

opportunity for attack. Simatic WinCC is an example of such a program, which is a supervisory control and data 

acquisition (SCADA) and human-machine interface (HMI) system developed by Siemens. During the Stuxnet attack, the 

first step was to find a vulnerable computer on which WinCC software is running [27].  

 

4.3. Physical vulnerabilities 
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Physical exposure of many ICS components is a problem for system security. A soil moisture measurement system 

can be observed as an example. It can consist of multiple sensors at different locations powered by solar panels so that 

they can measure the desired values and send the measured values to the control center. If the solar panels are stolen, the 

sensors no longer have the necessary power and the control center is left without the necessary data. 
 

5. Improvements of security in ICS 

 

One of the main directions in improving ICS security is the improvement of security in communications protocols. 

Even if protocols are used to connect the system to the Internet or if they are used to connect system hardware locally, 

some standard protocols are Modbus, DNP3, TCP/IP. The main directions in improving security in ICS communication 

protocols are: Cyber, Cyber-Physical and Physical. 

 

5.1. Cyber 

 

The best mechanism to prevent attacks is to use an encryption mechanism in all ICS networks. One of the problems 

with encryption is the delay in data transmission that occurs due to data encryption, which can be a big problem in real-

time systems. The delay problem that occurs during data encryption can be solved by using an ICS-specific key 

management solution [27]. In addition, there are studies that say it is possible to use a layered approach to protect 

important ICS data [28]. This study is based on Hash Chains to create layered protection by dividing it into two zones: 

high and low-security zones and a lightweight key management mechanism. Thanks to this division, if an attacker gets 

full access to the low-security level, he will not be able to access the data that is in the high-security level. The next step 

in security is the constant improvement of OS security. Windows improved its security after the Stuxnet attack, so that 

this type of attack is no longer a security threat [29]. In addition to the OS and applications used for management and 

monitoring, ICS must also follow trends and constantly improve their protection measures. Another type of improvement 

in security protection is standardisation. By following existing security standards when designing an ICS, it can contribute 

to a greater degree of security. One of the studies provides guidelines for technical controls such as firewalls, IDS and 

access control, which can influence the increase of ICS security [30]. 

 

5.2. Cyber-Physical 

 

The best solution would be to create a new security solution designed exclusively for ICS. That new solution should 

take into account both the system's communication with the cyber part and the system's communication with the real 

world. Until now, the solutions have mainly aimed to ensure the reliable functioning of the solution in case of some 

unintentional problems [6]. Although reliability is a very important feature, malicious cyber-attacks are more possible 

today than ever, and must be taken into account when creating new ICS security solutions. It is also necessary to increase 

the security of communication protocols. Secure Modbus framework is one of the solutions [31]. This method of 

communication ensures authentication, non-repudiation, and obstructs replayed packets. Another problem is related to 

remote access to field devices. One solution is that only authorised persons can access remote devices [32]. This could be 

achieved by using one particular computer and through a VPN. 

 

5.3. Physical 

 

National Institute of Standards and Technology provides a list of defence-in-depth physical controls [30]. Examples 

of which include the protection of physical access, locations, etc. 

 

 

6. Conclusion 

 

This paper showed the main problems of security in ICS applications. We presented threats, vulnerabilities and 

possible improvements separated into the cyber, cyber-physical and physical aspects. For each ICS application, it is 

mandatory to isolate threats, in the last years the main solution for security in ICS was to isolate the system from the 

outside world, and not to implement security solutions because it was considered safe from an outside attack. Today, 

more and more industrial systems are connected to the Internet and they are no more isolated from the outside world, this 

brings a very big risk of attacks and the possibility to interfere in the system process.  There are possible improvements 

that are proposed as the solution to diminish risk in ICS and they are considered in the cyber, cyber-physical and physical 

aspects. Cyber aspect solutions should implement an encryption mechanism in all ICS networks. Cyber-Physical aspect 

solution implements a new security framework for Modbus communication protocol which is used for communication 

between system hardware, and implements security in terms of authorised remote access using VPN to control the ICS. 

In physical it is only mentioned that NIST provides standardised solutions for lowering the risk of vulnerabilities of ICS. 
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With the increasing implementation of Industry 4.0 and IoT, there is a need to connect ICS applications to the outside 

world and this increases the risk of outside attacks on ICS applications which in many ways are real-time applications 

that need to be isolated and secured from outside attacks. On basis of described aspects we intend to implement every 

aspect on existing ICS application, and to validate implemented solutions and gather results on which we will make 

distinction and show results of which solution is easiest to implement and which solution gives us best protection against 

outside attacks.  
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